Introduction
Variance shadow map (VSM) [Donnelly and Lauritzen 2006 ] is a kind of pre-filtering-based hard shadow mapping method, which achieves both good anti-aliasing quality and high performance. However, soft shadow rendering relying on VSM is non-trivial and remains unsolved. Motivated by it, we propose variance soft shadow mapping (VSSM) method for rendering plausible soft shadow, which is based on the theoretical framework of percentagecloser soft shadows (PCSS) [Fernando 2005 ].
The first problem to achieve VSSM is how to efficiently compute average blocker depth value for each pixel. Recently, Lauritzen [Lauritzen 2007 ] implements soft shadow mapping based on VSM. However, the evaluation of average blocker depth in this method relies on brute-force depth map sampling. Its performance could drop dramatically when the area light size becomes large. To conquer this problem, we theoretically derive a novel formula to compute average block depth based on pre-filtering, which ensures average blocker depth, even for large area light, can be evaluated efficiently.
VSM is a probabilistic approach that supports pre-filtering based on one-tailed version of chebyshev's inequality. The chebyshev's inequality only bounds one side of shadow comparison (Heaviside step) function. If there exists depth values which are bigger than current pixel's depth inside filter kernel, the variance-based inequality evaluation only provides a "big" upper bound and hence incurs incorrect lit in shadow. This is the second problem for VSSM which is so-called "non-planarity" lit. "Non-planarity" lit problem is common for the single-bounded pre-filtering shadow function [Salvi 2008 ] and such incorrect-lit artifacts will become more serious when the filter kernel size increases (Fig.2, Right) . To solve it, we present a practical pre-filtering kernel subdivision strategy. Such a divide-and-rule scheme is flexible and quality-controllable for removing incorrect lit (Fig.2 , Left).
Our experimental results (Fig.1) demonstrate that the quality of VSSM is equal with PCSS method in most cases, however its speed is usually one-order of magnitude faster than PCSS for large area light.
VSSM Overview
An overview of VSSM is given in Algorithm. 
